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Marc Freedman, hailed by the brand new York Times as &#147;the voice of aging baby boomers
[looking for] meaningful and sustaining work afterwards in life,” Millions of people within their
fifties, sixties, and seventies are trying to find answers to the issue &#147;s coming midlife
crisis into a midlife chance. gives a recipe for how exactly we can transform America' Shifting to
a a lot longer lifespan isn's next?” and so are navigating their way to an entirely new stage of
lifestyle and work, one which could last so long as midlife.What't as easy as it may seem.
Drawing on effective personal tales, The Big Shift provides not only direction but a eyesight of
what it could take to help thousands discover their footing in a new map of lifestyle. Unlike the
transition from adolescence to adulthood, managing this process for most is a do-it-yourself
task.
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Good idea, vague follow through. excellent great Three Stars I needed to be challenged with
something brand-new. A lot of the publication is devoted to the significance of developing plans
and actions for the Third Stage of lifestyle but then remains very sketchy on the real details. An
alternative solution that's very good is the Encore Career Handbook by the same group.org,
which the author is involved with. Good for Newbies HOWEVER, NOT for Solid Info To place this
into perspective, I've done a lot of research upon this particular subject thus my opinions are
based on that. Well-researched and filled up with personal anecdotes and case studies, this
book is a fabulous and inspiring read! Nevertheless, if you're looking for more than inspiration,
after that this book is actually of minimal use. In fact, one could read the reserve as an
informercial for Encore. Good small book for the topic. Marc Freedman explains how long life
has snuck up on us, challenging the thought of retirement at 65, and pointing the way toward
happiness, health insurance and financial security for all those folks ready for a switch, however,
not sure what it should be. Am carrying it out at the neighborhood level. Not really a world-
beating best seller here, but an excellent little book. If you are new to the topic, it provides an
excellent but not great explanation. This book sets an ambitious goal but then fails to follow
through. For those folks who are working on the next career after 45, this book gives the reader
the freedom to wish and encourages the reader consider dangers and try new points.. Very Well
Written Well written and thoughtful book about the next career.. Great information! Really
benefited from this book. Experience inspired to be a portion of the change in agism! Five Stars
good purchase A Positive and Practical Vision The first baby-boomers reached 65 in 2011, and
79 million more have already been following right behind them. Very Disappointing - Nothing
Helpful in Terms of Taking Action This was an extremely disappointing book. Its content might
have been summarized in a small number of paragraphs - along the lines of "older adults may
prefer changing careers to vegetating while watching TV for 20 years" - which isn't much of a
shock. H. Ultimately, who cares what it's called - what matters is certainly how to continue to
contribute throughout existence. This book gives no practical assistance or worthwhile insights,
just repetitive statements of the most obvious. Must read for Potential Preparation!Howell
Morro Bay, CA Thus grateful 2 M.Freedman for all your thoughtful materials, analysis &
comprehensive protection. I will be assiging this as required reading in my own up-coming "Your
Encore Career" classes @ Community College. Thank you 4 the great deals on used books, also,
Amazon! Most of the publication discussed areas of no practical value, such as lengthy chapters
concerning what to call this hypothetically "fresh" life stage between "midlife career" and "later
years". Excellent!
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